Way Cool Product Company adds the entry level 30” Mini-Rink Blaster® to
its product offering for 2013. “Mini” adds safety and efficiency to rink
operations at a lower price.

December 3, 2012 – Liverpool, NY
Way Cool Product Company has released yet another Rink Blaster® model….the new 30” wide MINI RINK BLASTER®.
This is an entry level ice maintenance tool for clearing ice shavings and water after ice cutting operations and has the
distinction of being safer, more versatile, and durable than many traditional squeegees. Pull or push with squeegee blade
down or flip it over and pull and scrape ice shavings off of ice with the metal blade. This newest member of the family will
squeegee water and scrape ice shavings from the safe side of the gate and is available in either straight or radius metal
scraper edges. The Mini Rink Blaster will pull and scrape ice shavings from the rink as well as operate like a standard
squeegee. The handle attachment point is upgraded and reinforced to make it many times tougher and longer lasting than a
standard squeegee.
Problem solved: All Rink Blaster products immediately improve safety by keeping staff off freshly wet ice to do their gate
clearing operation thus helping to eliminate slip and fall accidents.
The Mini Rink Blaster was developed as Rich Settembre worked with the rink manager of the Onondaga County War
Memorial, home rink to Syracuse’s professional hockey team. They had issues clearing water on the concrete walkway at
the gate after ice cutting operations…plus they needed to do all this very quickly during professional hockey games.
They also wanted something lighter and smaller that would fit under the end of the bleachers next to the gate! Rich spent a
couple of months testing various designs to fill their needs. The result is the Mini Rink Blaster which does a better and faster
job on both the ice and the concrete than anything they had before and seems to fill the bill at many other rinks as well. The
“Mini” has become a viable product overnight with many satisfied customers in just a few months.
Cost: Aluminum Blade either Radius or Straight model $89.95, Stainless $99.95 plus shipping.
Mini Rink Blaster Specifications:
Made in USA
30” wide proprietary Blaster blade in either stainless steel or aluminum
Scraper edge options: straight edge or Radius for corner gates with thresholds higher than the ice surface to prevent
ramping.
72” long heavy duty Brazilian hardwood handle
¼” thick rubber squeegee blade is replaceable

To see the complete Rink Blaster® family of products visit us at:

www.waycoolproduct.com
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